EVA GOLKOVÁ

RHEME IN ENGLISH AND CZECH

The theory of functional sentence perspective conceives a sentence as a communicative field and sentence constituents as communicative units, i.e. units carrying different degrees of communicative dynamism (CD) (Svoboda 1968). Rheme is the communicative unit with the highest degree of CD, and „within the rheme, the highest degree of CD is carried by rheme proper, the element conveying the piece of information towards which the communication is perspectived“. (Firbas 1992.73)

The present paper really investigates rheme proper, but for brevity and in particular because rheme proper is generally identical with the whole of rheme, the term used here is just rheme.

The questions to be answered in the paper are the following:
1) What are the PARTS OF SPEECH that implement rheme most often?
2) What are the most frequent SENTENCE CONSTITUENTS that serve as the communicative unit of rheme?
3) What is the most frequent SENTENCE POSITION of rheme?

In trying to answer these three questions for English and Czech, I have analysed 1,200 English communicative fields or subfields and 1,200 Czech ones (the subfields being subordinate clauses and semi-clauses, such as modified infinitives or participles). They have been excerpted from 6 English and 6 Czech original texts and from their respective translations.

Two English and two Czech originals (and their translations) are NON-FICTION, the same numbers represent FICTION and the same numbers DRAMA. Thus we can also compare the characteristics of rheme in three different genres.1

1 The books excerpted are:
NON-FICTION
RA — Rice, T.T., Ancient arts of Central Asia (London 1965), Umění Střední Asie (Prague 1973), transl. by Miloslav Žilina;
Let us turn our attention to the first question, i.e., to the **PARTS OF SPEECH** that realize rheme. **TABLE 1** is relevant here, providing a survey of different parts of speech used as rhemes in the three genres examined.

**NUMERALS, INTERJECTIONS and PARTICLES** each make up less than 1.5 per cent of all rhemes, both in English and Czech, but there are differences between genres: all the particles found in my material are in drama, as in example 1 with the emphatic agreement particles *Of course* and *No ovšemže*:

1 AR /Surely you knew that?/ Of course I knew. (F-2)=1
   /To jste jistě věděla, že?/ No ovšemže jsem to věděla. (F-2)=1
   //That you certainly knew, (quest.tag)?/ But of-course I that knew.//

There are some interjections as rhemes in fiction and drama, but no particles and no interjections in non-fiction.

**PRONOUNS** split into two main groups: personal, demonstrative or indefinite pronouns without any postmodification (as in ex. 2), and pronouns with postmodification, which is sometimes very extensive (as in the English version of ex. 3, where the rheme, for lack of space, is not even given in full; in the text itself, it contains another 44 words).

2 HA /Miluie vás. / Me? F=1
   //She-loves you. / Me?/
   /She is in love with you. / With me? F=1

**Symbols like F, (F-2)=1 etc. show the positions of rhemes and will be explained later.**

**For the benefit of the reader who may not have a ready command of Czech, each Czech example is followed by a literal English translation.**
These two examples are excerpts from texts written by the same author, but
the short one is taken from a drama, and the long one from one of his philo-
sophical essays. Differences in genres are quite obvious here.

All stylistic registers show ADJECTIVAL RHEMES as more numerous in
English than in Czech, but the predominance is less evident in non-fiction, while
in fiction and drama the ratio is exactly 2:1. Example 4 is illustrative of this fact: the English adjectival rheme *inconvenient* corresponds to the Czech verbal rheme *nevyhovovalo*.

4 JT /Dalgliesh *liked* Berowne./ but the summons was *inconvenient*. F
/Dalgliesh *choval* k Berownovi sympatie./ ale náhlé pozvání mu vůbec *nevyhovovalo*. F
[/Dalgliesh maintained to Berowne affections./ but sudden invitation to-him at-all not-suited.]

The percentage of rhemes expressed by ADVERBS is about the same in English and Czech: 6.25 per cent in English, 6 per cent in Czech.

VERBS as rhemes are not a homogeneous category: the frequency of finite verbal forms differs from that of non-finite forms. There are 150 English finite forms operating as rhemes in my material, but 201 Czech ones. The notional verb *nevyhovovalo* in ex. 4 is one of them. So is *se nevrátil* in ex. 5; its English counterpart *wouldn't* is representative of rhematic auxiliaries, all of which occur in drama in my material. They too are part of the category 'finite verbal forms'.

5 MA /I wish/ he *wouldn't*. Kate. F
/Přálo bych mu./ aby *se nevrátil*. Kate. F
[/I-wish would to-him/ that-he-would (refl.pron.) not-return, Kate.]

Non-finite forms are more frequent in English than in Czech, the ratio being approximately 2:1. This bears out the nominal tendencies in English.

The part of speech that implements rheme most often in both English and Czech, comprising nearly 50 per cent of all rhemes, is the NOUN (or the noun phrase); the real numbers are 579 in English and 597 in Czech (out of 1,200 each). More striking differences than between English and Czech can be seen between genres here: the highest percentage of noun rhemes is in non-fiction, lower in fiction and the lowest in drama. Only nouns without any modification are more frequent in fiction and drama as compared to non-fiction, while nouns with premodification or/and postmodification have the highest numbers in non-fiction, lower in fiction and the lowest in drama. (Ex. 2 from drama uses the unmodified noun *in love*, while the Czech version of ex. 3, taken from non-fiction, is perspectived towards the rheme expressed by a noun that is both premodified and postmodified.)

Nearly 12 per cent of the English rhemes and more than 13 per cent of the Czech ones in my material are not expressed by any part of speech but by a SUBORDINATE (non-attributive) CLAUSE (as he wouldn't and aby se

---

4 Even in cases where the notional part of a verb operates as rheme, the temporal and mod i exponents (TME’s) of the verb operate as transition proper (Firbas 1968.12, 25). The present study leaves aside the transitional function and concentrates on the communicative function of rheme only.

5 A noun + an attributive clause is classified as a noun with postmodification, since this type of subordinate clause is not an immediate constituent of a sentence or clause (cf. Svoboda
nevrátil, taken as communicative units, in ex. 5). Direct speech preceding the reporting clause makes this category the most numerous in fiction (as compared to non-fiction and drama). Ex. 6 is also from fiction.

6 KS „To si počkáme.“ řekl mladík dívce /a .../ (F-3)=1
[,,(particle) (refl.pron.) we'll-wait," said young-man to-girl /and .../]
,,We'll have to wait," said the young man to the girl. (F-3)=1

Now let us examine the second question of the present paper, i.e., the occurrence of individual SENTENCE CONSTITUENTS in the communicative function of rheme.

The results of my investigation into English and Czech sentence constituents occurring as rhemes in non-fiction, fiction and drama are shown in TABLE 2.

The least frequent (but still occurring) rhemes are expressions that are not really sentence constituents: they are PARTICLES in two-member sentences, DISJUNCTS, CONJUNCTS and ONE-MEMBER SENTENCES. Ex. 7 provides us with two one-member sentences taken from fiction:

7 ŠP Ale houby. F=1
[But nonsense.]
Success my eye: F=1

and ex. 8 with three one-member sentences from drama (only the last sentence is a two-member one, having both a subject and predicate):

8 ČR Ano. Neodvolatelně. F=1, F=1
[Yes. Inevitably.]
Yes. It’s inevitable. F=1. F

In all the three genres there are more one-member sentences in Czech than in English, and their highest frequency is in drama, lower in fiction and the lowest in non-fiction.

ADVERBIALS OF CIRCUMSTANCE, RESULT and AGENCY are more frequent rhemes in non-fiction than in the other two genres. Ex. 9 is excerpted from non-fiction and shows an adverbial of agency as rheme in its English version and the subject as rheme in its Czech one (which is quite a common situation — cf. Golková 1983 and TABLE 2 of the present paper, showing that English adverbials of agency occur three times more often in my material than Czech ones).

9 RA when annexed by the Achaemenids. F
kdy se ho zmocnili Achaemenovci. F
[when (refl.pron.) it they-seized Achaemenids.]

1968.63 on attributes generally, and Dušková 1991.67). On the other hand, each attributive subordinate clause is analysed (like other subordinate clauses) as a communicative subfield with its own communicative units.
### TABLE 2
**SENTENCE CONSTITUENTS AS RHEMES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English</th>
<th>NON-FICTION</th>
<th>FICTION</th>
<th>DRAMA</th>
<th>TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CW</td>
<td>RA</td>
<td>HP</td>
<td>TD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJECT</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBJECT</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBJECT</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPLEMENT</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OBJECT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPLEMENT</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADVERBIAL</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLACE</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF TIME</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF MANNER</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF CAUSE</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF AGENCY</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF RESULT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF ACCOMPANYING CIRCUMSTANCE</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREDICATIVE VERB</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONE-MEMBER SENTENCE</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARTICLE</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DISJUNCT</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONJUNCT</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>100 each</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>100 each</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Adverbials of CAUSE are the least frequent in drama and the most frequent in fiction, where they make 6 per cent of all English rhemes and 5 per cent of all Czech ones. Also adverbials of MANNER, TIME and PLACE as rhemes occur most often in fiction and the least often in drama. In comparing the frequencies of the three types of adverbials irrespective of genres, we find that in my corpus there are fewer rhematic adverbials of time than those of manner and especially those of place, the last ones reaching 10.7 per cent in English and 9.5 per cent in Czech. (These results of comparison correspond to those obtained by Uhlířová.
1985.120, who examines the frequency of Czech sentence constituents as themes, transitions or rhemes in simple sentences.)

SUBJECT serves as rhyme in about 6 per cent of cases in English but almost 11 per cent of all cases in Czech.

Rhematic subjects can be found in the Czech version of examples 9 (see the commentary above) and 3 (where the carrier of the highest degree of CD in the English version is the object — quite a common correspondence, too).

OBJECT COMPLEMENTS as rhemes are very rare (předmětem svého tázání in ex. 12 is one of them), but SUBJECT COMPLEMENTS make 17.3 per cent of rhemes in my English corpus and 10.2 per cent of rhemes in my Czech material. Ex. 10 shows a subject complement as rhyme in English, but an object in Czech;

Rhematic predicative verbs occur most frequently in drama: their frequency there is three times as high as their frequency in non-fiction, and about twice as high as in fiction. That may be due to the fact that drama is full of ‘action’ (expressed by verbs) and that the comparatively strong situational context in drama renders a number of communicative units context-dependent, depriving them of the possibility of competing, in regard to their dynamism, with the verb.
The comparatively high frequency of the rhematic verb in drama is closely connected with a relatively low frequency of rhematic OBJECT there: fiction and especially non-fiction orientate their sentences towards the object more often. Ex. 13 is taken from non-fiction:

13 CW giving equal concentrations of ammonia and hydrogen chloride gas
jež poskytuji stejné koncentrace plynného amoníaku a plynného chlorovodíku
[which give the-same concentrations of-gas (=adj.) ammonia and of-gas (=adj.) hydrogen-chloride]

The total numbers of rhematic objects (356 in English and 355 in Czech) mean that the object is the most frequent sentence constituent operating as rheme in both English and Czech.

The third question to be answered in the present paper concerns the SENTENCE POSITION of rheme.

Dušková 1985 examines the position of English and Czech rheme in non-fiction and comes to the conclusion that while the Czech rheme, taken as a whole, only occurs in final position, the English rheme can be found in four sentence positions: 1) preverbal, 2) postverbal, but not final, 3) final, 4) represented by the verb itself or its modifier/intensifier; even in an English (scientific) text, though, the rheme prevalently occurs in final position.

The results of my investigation into the sentence position of rheme in three different genres are shown in TABLE 3.

The positions identified are the following: final (F), penultimate or first to the left of the final position (F-1), second to the left (F-2) and third to the left of the final position (F-3). Each of these positions can be initial at the same time, and then the symbol =1 is used (see ex. 1 and others); #1 means non-initial.

Keeping to the procedure used up to now, I will discuss the least frequent phenomena first and the most frequent ones last.

The F-3 POSITION does not reach 1 per cent of all the rhemes in the material examined, and this applies to both English and Czech. Ex. 6 is illustrative of this position, which is simultaneously the initial one.

The F-2 POSITION can again be either initial, as in examples 1 and 14,

14 MA /these private little revolutions always die./ The compromise is always made. (F-2)=1
/Tyhle malý revoluce vždycky zkrachnou./ Nakonec se vždycky najde ten kompromis. F
[/These litle private revolutions always fail./ In-the-end (pass.refl.pron.) always it-is-found that compromise.]

or non-initial, as in ex. 4 (i.e. in the Czech sentence Dalgliesh choval k Be­rownovi sympatie). There are more cases of the initial F-2 position than those of the non-initial one, but the total percentage of the F-2 position is only 3.7 per cent in English and 2.1 per cent in Czech.
Sentence positions of sentence constituents definitely play an important role in FSP, in other words, linear modification is one of the main FSP factors. Bolinger (1952.1125) says: "Gradation of position creates gradation of meaning where there are no interfering factors." Firbas speaks about "two factors capable of operating counter to linear modification. One is semantic, the other contextual." (Firbas 1992.10) The actual functional perspective of a written sentence depends on the interplay of all the three factors (and there is an additional factor of intonation in spoken language).
Continuing the analysis of the examples adduced in the present paper, let us try to explain why some rhemes occupy a sentence position which is ‘unusual’ from the point of view of linear arrangement, i.e., why they occupy a non-final position, and to point out the factors that interfere with linear modification.

In ex. 6 (with the F-3 position of the rheme) it is the semantic factor: the direct speech completes the action (of saying). In the Quality Scale (Firbas 1992.66-67), the direct speech of ex. 6 is a Further Specification, which conveys a higher degree of CD than Quality Bearer (the young man — mladik), Quality (said — řekl) and Specification (to the girl — divce).

In ex. 1, with the F-2 position of the rheme, the factor interfering with that of linear modification is the contextual factor: both I and knew, in Czech to and jsem věděla are context-dependent, that is retrievable from the immediately relevant context, in this case from the preceding sentence.

The other F-2 example, ex. 14, The compromise is always made, shows the decisive operation of the semantic factor: the Phenomenon presented (in the Presentation Scale, Firbas 1992.66-67) gets the highest degree of CD irrespective of its sentence position.

The F-1 position is more frequent than the two previous ones: it covers 15.5 per cent of the English rhemes in the corpus examined and 4 per cent of the Czech rhemes, with a predominance of non-initial positions in both English and Czech.

In ex. 11 (when my sisters surrounded me) the object me is context-dependent and thus, in spite of occupying the final position, it cannot surpass the verb in the degree of CD (and the subject is not a successful competitor of the verb either). A similar situation can be found in ex. 12, where the verbs speak, reflect and inquire are all in the F-1 position as well.

In ex. 15, which follows, the adverbial of time a moment is context-independent, but recedes into the background because of its semantic character — the mere temporal setting of the action.

All the remaining examples in the present paper represent the most frequent category, i.e. rheme in the FINAL sentence position.

Even the final position can be initial at the same time, as can be seen in examples 2, 7, 8 and 15, but such final-initial rhemes make only 6.1 per cent of all English rhemes and 8.2 per cent of all Czech rhemes in the corpus examined (see TABLE 3).

Final rhemes taken as a whole account for 80 per cent of all rhemes in English and 93.7 per cent in Czech, bearing out the important difference between the function of word order in English and Czech: as shown by Mathesius 1941 and 1942, the leading factor in English word order is the grammatical principle,
while the leading Czech word order principle is that of FSP (Firbas 1992.120 prefers to use the designation ‘FSP linearity principle’).

TABLE 3 of the present paper also shows conspicuous differences in the frequency of final rheme in different genres: the highest percentage of final rheme is in non-fiction (86 per cent in English and 98.8 per cent in Czech), lower in fiction (79.8 per cent in English and 93.5 per cent in Czech) and the lowest in drama (74.2 per cent in English and 88.8 per cent in Czech). The lowest frequency of final rheme in drama may be connected with the comparatively strong situational context there and, consequently, with the FSP contextual factor effectively operating counter to linear modification.

Summing up the answers to the three questions raised at the beginning of the present paper, the following statement can be made: the most frequent rheme in both English and Czech is an object in the final sentence position implemented by a modified noun.
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